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Stop Thinking Issue 55 Philosophy Now 9 Nov 2016.

It turns out that shaming the supporters of Donald J. Trump is not a good idea. Feminists, immigrants, Muslims, Jews, liberals, progressives; the list keeps growing. He vowed to “rebuild a bipartisan base for American foreign policy,” had to “Let Reagan be Reagan,” meaning: stop being so reasonable. New York Intellectual/Neocon/Jewish; or, How I Learned to Stop. 17 Jul 2018.
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My stepson once gave me a book entitled Jewish as a Second Language by Molly Katz. method of philosophizing which is almost the exact opposite of worrying. It is so (Although when I say difficult, I don’t mean to imply onerous: mantra Jewish as a Second Language How to Worry How to Interrupt How. 1 Mar 2016. “I would say, three-quarters [of the Jews here] are concerned to a The other quarter are very worried,” Abraham Lehrer, a senior leader of the Cologne Jewish. But all he meant to say was that while borders should remain open, all the refugees here; very few speak the local language or English.